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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENING,

DECEMBER 5, 1906.

Our Crowds Are Immense But have Plenty of Help

to Wait on-

VOLUME 4.

-

GANG AETER
HAGERMAN
WORKING AT WASHINGTON TO
SECURE THE GOVERNOR'S
REMOVAL.

DISORGANIZED PARTY
Charged to His
Efforts-foGovernment.
Good
President Roosevelt to Be Petition
ed to Oust Him. Andrew to Manage the Campaign.

Democratic
r

Gains
-

St. Louis' Republic Special.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 2. Herbert
J. Hagerman, New - Mexico's young
millionaire Governor, known through
- out the Southwest as tde Territory's
first reform Governor, is to be ousted
from his office. If the plans of the
old political leaders are successful.
President Roosevelt is to be petitioned to remove Hagerman for the
"good of the party," because it is
charged, he has disorganized the Republican party by his reform movements. Other charges will be made
in the bill of particulars, which will
"be filed with the President, but this
one is the most serious offense laid
against Mr. Hagerman, and is one
upon which the leaders rely to secure action from. President Roosevelt
The fight upon Hagerman Is to
be relentless, and to end only when
he has been forced out of office. It
will be managed by W. H. AmJrews,
..Delegate to Congress from New
Mexico, and H. O. Bursum, chairman
of the Republican Territorial Committee. Major V. H. H. Llewellyn, a
former officer in Roosevelt's regiment of Rough Riders, will conduct
IKatiAttla of tho Whftn Hniiso It la
said the war on Hagerman will also
have the moral and financial support
of Sol Luna, National Committeeman
from New Mexico. Thus far Luna
Cias failed to show open hostility to
ae present administration.
The battle to seoure Hagerman's
scalp, which will be transferred from
New Mexico to Washington within
the next ten days, has been in progress for months, but has just become
public. It began when Governor Hagerman called for the resignation of
Chairman Bursum from the suoerin- tendeney of the Territorial penitentiary. Hagerman. charged irregularities in Bursum's accounts, and an
expert's testimony showed an apparent shortage of nearly $10,000.
Bursum's removal was followed by
the ousting of several Territorial officials, including the Attorney General. These have all joined the
movement.
1

--

--

anti-Hagerm-

Campaign

is Begun.

Andrews has been selected . to
manage the campaign In Washington, with Major Llewellyn's assistance, while Bursum will look after
the fight In New Mexico. Bursum is
;
to flood the White House with petitions from New Mexico, calling for
Hagerman's resignation. Already the
old organization has begun a systematic campaign to secure names for
the petitions.
f
Andrews has been selected to look
after the congressional end of the
fight, because he claims that he will
' have the solid support of the Pennsylvania delegation in Congress. He
; formerly lived in Pennsylvania, and
for years "was a political leader there
before coming to New Mexico. About
a year, ago 'he received much notorl-- 5
.ety when the Enterprise
National
, Bank of Pittsburg failed.
At the recent election Andrews
was chosen for a second term as the
New Mexico delegate to Congress by
The normal
a majority of fifty-fiv,
Republican majority in New Mexico
The small majorf-"mtIs 6.000
received ty Andrews will be the
principal argument used by Governor
"
Hagerman'a enemies to secure a
promise from the President to oust
f Hagerman. Andrews came so near
'defeat that his Democratic rival Is
. going to contest his election, charg
ing gross frauds in the count of je
ballots. His nearness to defeat is all
blamed upon Governor Hagerman,
ana u nu oe representee - to jar.

Roosevelt that it was the" Governor's
"fool" reforms that almost caused
New Mexico being lost to the Republicans.
Hagerman's friends are prepared
to combat these claims. They declare
Andrews was cut by the Republicans
of the Territory because of his record, and his close associations with
Mr. Bursum, and that his vote cannot
be taken as the normal Republican
vote. They also say that Governor
Hagerman was not responsible for
the slashing of the ballots, and point
to the landslide of otfeer candidates
of the Republican party.
Statehood Vote an index.
Hagerman's, supporters declare the
statehood vote must be the one taken as an example of the real Republican sentiment in the Territory.
This, President Roosevelt's pet measure, carried by a majority of more
than 11,000. The majority was entirely due to the efforts of Governor
Hagerman, for when he was aiKint-ed- ,
less than a year ago, all the
leaders of the party were opposed to
jointure with Arizona, and the Territorial Central Committee pase
resolutions against the proposition.
Through Hagerman's work a plank
was inserted In the Republican platform, pledging the support of the
party to statehood. That it carried
in spite of the opposition of the
bosses, who are now hunting the
Governor's scalp, is declared to signally and vividly illustrate the sentiment of the people of the Territory.
Should the efforts of the party
leaders to oust Hagerman fail, the
fight will not be dropped. It will be
carried into the Territorial Legislature. The bosses claim to control a
working majority in the Legislature,
and they say If President Roosevelt
refuses to act upon their recommendations, they will pass measures at
the next session depriving the Governor of all his patronage and power,
except that vested in him by the
Federal organic act. and taking away
the appropriation for the contingent
expenses of rals office.

are making a
Special Effort

We

For Xmas
Never was there offered
line of

to the trade such a

Xmas Furniture at the
price of our present stock.

OF CONGRESS
DISCHARGE OF NEGRO TROOPS
COMES UP IN THE SENATE.

THE JAP QTESTION
Government Wilt Test Legality of
Separate Scnool Act in Californja.
Historic old Church Where Washington Worshipped, to Be Restored
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HISTORIC OLD CHURCH
WILL BE RESTORED.
Washington, Dec. 4. The historic
old Falls church In Virginia from

which the village Falls derived its
name, and at which church President
Washington worshipped for years,
is to be restored. TSiis is to be und
ertaken by the American Scenic and
Society at
Historical Preservation
the request of Rev. G. H. Somervllle,
rector of the church. General Washington. .George Mason, and other men
who
were
prominent In Colonial
days, were among the vestrymen of
.

"
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INSPECTOR
MORTALLY WOUNDED.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 5. Police In
spector Spermetieff, who after the

outbreak at Bialystock
in June last, for which he was said
to be responsible, was transferred to
St. Petersburg, was ' sfeot and mortally wounded by a workman this
morning near Fontainja canal. The
inspector's assailant then shot and
killed himself.

anti-Jewis- h

Its Self
Our line of leather and
mission Furniture.

Special Prices
For Xmas
Enough.Said

Hi

fill'!!

THE LEADERS.

Barge Abandoned.
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 5. Capt.
Larsen, of the steamship Florida.
which passed In at the Delaware
breakwater today from Sabine Pass,
Texas, reports that "he abandoned
on Monday - the harge Providence
which he had in tow for Claymont,
Delaware. The Captain reports that
the crew " of the barge were taken
aboard the Florida, and that when
abandoned the vessel was in a sink
ing condition.
-

Automobiles to Make Better Time.
Although the automobiles to and
from Torrance have been coming in
reguJarlyj t&ey have been six or sev
en hours late since the storm.- They
have been using . the old route and
saving the newly constructed one.
It was considered best to plod thru
the old one until ;the mud dried suf
ficiently to hold up the machines
-
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A few days
before the shooting
Mrs. Birdsong attempted suicide. At

the preliminary hearing her mother-in-latestified that the prisoner had
experienced extreme mental agitation over rumors concerning her
e". aracter.
The. prominence of both
families in the case and the intense
j Taeling . in
Monticello caused change
EIGHTEEN
INJURED, BUT of venue to be granted. Mrs.
ARE
NONE ARE KILLED.
is about 22 years of age, and
her youth and the presence in court
of two small children have already
exerted, a strong sympathetic effect
MATCHES BURN GIRLS
on the case, making the choice of a
jury difficult. Among the special
counsel present at the trial are SenEight Perhaps Fatally Burned by ator McLaurin and former Governor
Explosion in Match Factory. The Longino.
Stairway Choked With Struggling,
Screaming Girls Fleeing From the SIXTY LIVES LOST IN

w

Bird-son-

COUNCILMAN JUMP WALKED
OUT OF THE MEETING.

There was to aaVe been- - a city
council meeting last night. In fact,
a meeting whs opened, but t did not
continue long. Wiien the sessiou waa
warming up right on the paving
question a svid.lc quietus was put
to the proceeltngs by Councilman
Jump deliberately walking from the
room and leaving the council, then
without a quorum, stricken dumb
with consternation and in a quanda-ry as to what to do and even as to
what they COULD do. The final outcome was that fhe body adjourned
subject to the call of the Mayor,
The councilmen in attendance, were
Wyllys, Whiteman, Bell, Jump, Wise-leand Church. After the reading
of the minutes Mayor Stockard called for the reports of committees. The
chairman of the finance committee
was absent. Chairman Wiseley, of
the streets and alleys committee,
said that the streets were speaking
for themselves just now, but that the
report of City Engineer Dills, on the
matter of estimates and opinions on
the paving of Main street, called for
at the last meeting, would be appropriate at this time. Accordingly
the report was read. The adoption
of a resolution, as provided by law,
calling officially for this report and
for a consultation with the property
owners as to the quality of street
improvement desired, was under conocsideration when the "walk-out- "
curred, Although all the members
present seamed to be in favor of
street improvement, there were several minor points that brought out
discussion, and these remarks dragged over considerable ' time. One
point was as to whether the council would make the resolution read
in a way to make the paving subject to the will of the majority of
property owners affected.
It was
Jump's idea to make
Councilman
this condition appear in the resolution, but the condition was eliminatWhiteman wanted
ed. Councilman
the resolution' to read not only to
pave Main street from Alameda to
Fifth and Fifth from Main to the
depot, but also to pave the cross
streets fn that district one block each
way from Main. This amendment
was brought up several times by
Councilman Whiteman, and the last
time he rose to present it for a vote
was the signal which started Coun
cilman Jump to his feet. Without a
word he passed out of the room.
A Record reporter questioned him
as to the cause of his sudden depar
ture, and he said that 'he was tired
of listening to the wrangling, and
that If the councilmen were going
to spend the evening talking, he had
more important business to attend
to. After Councilman Jump's departure, the remainder of the body con
sidered taking the means provided
by law of 'having him returned by
force, but It was decided best to
wait until another night for a meet
ing. None of the bills were paid and
none of the important business planned for the evening iiad come up and'
the councilmen were incensed at
Councilman Jump's action, and upon
their advice Mayor Stockard repri
manded Mr.1 Jump this morning.. The
meeting will be resumed Thursday
night, when arrangements will be
made to have a quorum present.
The. report of City Engineer Dills
will be printed in full tomorrow.

Flames.

1

POLICE

to

and not cut up the new one. Beginning tomorrow the new route will be
used again, and good time will then
be. made. The cars will reach
by noon each day from that
time. The cars are now carrying passengers every trip.. Even while the
roads have been so muddy, the autos
have been coming in several hours
x
ahead of the train every day.
Ros-we- ll

:

In a Class
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Washington, D. C.Dec. 5. After
some debate today the Senate 'postponed until tomorrow the consideration of the resolution calling for information relative to the discharge
of negro troops, formerly stationed
at Brownsville, Texas. The delay
was caused by the absence of Senator Penrose.
The morning business was heavy
in the senate today. It was practically the first opportunity the senators have had to introduce petitions,
memorials, bills and resolutions, and
many such were presented. Preceding this order of business the Vice
President laid before the senate a
number of communications from the
Executive Department, which were
ordered printed as documents.
The Senate Committee on Naval
Affairs today ordered a favorable report on the nomination of Victor H.
Metcalf of California to be Secreta
ry of the Navy.
The Japenese Question.
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 5. Un
der direct orders from Washington,
a representative of the Department
of Justice in California has been ' instructed to begin an action in the
courts to test the legality of the
state statute which provides that
Young Man Commits Suicide.
of Mongolian descent shall
Memphis, Tenn., Dec. 5.
Ludwlg children separate
schools. When the
attend
Wett, aged 32 years, committed sui- attention of President Altman was
cide today in a local hotel by shoot- called to a portion of the President's
ing himself in the left temple. Wett message made public yesterday, he
came here recently from Houston, said the utterances of the President
on the Japanese question would have
Texas.
no effect on the action of the school
board.
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THE NEWS
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'

NUMBER 237

y

-

Chicago, Dec. 5. Train No. 63 on
the Monon road, which is the fast
limited of that line between Cincinnati and Chicago, was derailed early
today two miles north of Frankfort,
Indiana, by a broken rail. Eighteen
passengers out of a total of 175 on
the train, were injured," but nobody
was killed, and it is not believed that
any of 'the injured will die. The
train was going at a high rate of
speed and a- rail broke beneath the
engine, which, however,
passed the
place in safety. All the baggage and
mail cars, coaches and sleepers left
the track and some of them were
badly damaged. There is no embak-men- t
at the scene of the accident,
and the cars merely plowed their
way along the ground at the side of
the track for a considerable distance
before being brought to a stop.
. Conductor
Mort Mason, of Indianapolis was bruised. The five passengers most seriously injured were
Frank Kelly, Frankfort, Ind., cut
and bruised; M. L. Davis, Frankfort,
Ind., wrist broken ; David Mabbctte.
Mason, Ind.,. bruised and cut about
the head. All the injured were
to the Chicago Fat Stock show.
They were taken to Cambria.
Explosion in Match Factory.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 5. Eight
girls ' were perhaps fatally burned
and crushed in the panic caused by
an explosion in a match factory in
West Indianapolis today.
Ten girls were at work on the
second floor of the factory when an
explosion in the fire proof storage
vault forced the door and hurled a
sheet of flame across the work room.
They rushed for the stairway which
soon became choked with the struggling girls, screaming and. fighting,
with blazing hair and clothing. Three
girls penned in by the flames and
unable to reach the stairway jumped
through windows to the ground. At
the stairway several girls fell and
were trampled upon. Two girls made
an unsuccessful effort to get to the
Are apparatus, and
devoted
then
their efforts ,to beating out the fire
on their fellow employees. The forewoman of the factory reached the
telephone and while calling the fire
department others smotherd the fire
on her burning clothes. The injured
were taken to their homes in ambulances.
"

,
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FLOOD AT CLIFTON, A. T.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 5. A special
to the News from Phoenix, Arizona,

says : "Private railroad dispatches
received here say that sixty lives
were lost at Clifton, Arizona, yesterday in a great flood that swept thru
the camp, destroying many buildings,
wrecking the smelting plant of the
Arizona Copper Co. and tearing out
miles of track of the Arizona and
Mexico railroad.. Clifton, which lias
about 3,500 people, lies in a narrow
valley near the eastern line of Arizona. The less prosperous of the inhabitants live in Chase Creek Canyon, a particularly dangerous situation in times of high water. Two
years ago twelve lives were lost in
the canyon, and immense damage
was done by the rise of the San
Francisco river.
HORSES RAN AWAY
WITH A HEARSE.
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 5. At Lucedale,
Miss., yesterday evening the horses
attached to a hearse bearing the remains of the father of W. B. Brew-ton- ,

became frightened as the funer-

al procession" started for the cemetery and ran away. The driver Oscar
Grimes, aged 22, was killed and the
casket thrown to the ground and the
corpse left out exposed to view.
o

Minister Will Be Installed Tonight.
At the meeting of the Pecos Valley Presbytery at the Presbyterian
church this morning, Mr. Davis was
formally received on his Presbytc.al
letter, his name enrolled and favorable action taken on the call. The following arrangements were made for
the installation services to be held
this evening at 7:30 o'clock. Dr. C.
preside,
propound
E. Lukens will
the constitutional questions and deli ver the charge to the pastor. The
Rev. E. H. Edgar will preach a
short sermon, and Rev. E. E. Mathes
will offer the prayer of installation
and deliver the charge to the people. The pastors of local churches
will participate in these services.
Following is the musical program:
Prelude (Schubert) Mrs. C. A. Nor
veil.
Solo,

Angels'
Anthem,"
"The
(Schnecker) Mrs. Florence E.
Kil-gou-

r.

Anthem, "I'm a Pilgrim," Choir.
Solo, "A Dream
of Paradise,"
(Gray) L. R. Alexander.
Postlude in D, (Mendelssohn) Mrs.
C. A. Norvell.
WOMAN ON TRIAL
The public is cordially invited to
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
this service.
attend
tri5.
Miss.,
Dec.
The
Hazelhurst,
al on the charge of murder of Mrs.
WALTON'S STUDIO.
Angie
Bird song, a young
member
A photograph of yourself or child
of one of the most prominent fami- taken by Walton would be an acceptlies in Mississippi, begins today. The able Christmas gift to Nthe home
choosing of the jury was nearly com folks.
37tf

pleted yesterday.

Mrs. Bird song shot and killed Dr. WANTED.
A good agent. Lady or
T. H. Butler, also a member of a
gentleman. Salary or commission.
prominent family and nephew of
Phone 102.
It
former Governor Longino of Mississ
ippi, Nov. 25, 1905. The shooting ocFrank Pearce is expected tomorrow
curred at Dr. Butler's office, in Mon- from Los Angeles, where he has
The U." D. C. will meet with Mrs. ticello, Miss., where Mrs." Birasong been" for two months.
R. L. Bradley corner of Penn and resided. The young, woman went to
H. Mook and Ralph McMichael
Fifth street, Thursday afternoon at his office, waited until a patient com R. today
on a two or
left
'
physipleted
an
interview
with
the
meeting
fhree o'clock. The place of
trip
to Pittsburg, Pa.
business
has been changed on account of ill cian and then entering Dr. Butler's
ness in Mrs. Williamson's family. A presence fired five shots. Going to
remarked to the gaMrs. B. the street, she that-(thefull attendance is desired.
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
thering crowd
would find
F. Harlow, Secy.
tl
(Local Report.)
the result of - her work up stairs In
ervation taken at 6 a. m )
the doctor's office, and then surren
THE DEXTER BRIDGE
Itoswell, N. M., Dec. 5. TemperaCONTRACT LET
dered herself to the sheriff. Although ture. Max., 70; min., 32; mean. 51.
The County Commissioners today admitting the shooting, 'she has not
Precipitation, 00 ; wind N., velocity
let the contract for a steel .. bridge let her line of defense become 2 miles ; weather clear.
across the Pecos river at Dexter to known, and interest in the case has "Forecast, Rosweli and Vicinity;
tie Midland Bridge Company, at been heightened by the subsequent Generally fairtonight and Thurs$14,400. .This company :,is headed by Indictment of her husband on . the day; stationary temperature.
Mr. Trocon, who has bbtlt all the charge of being accessory. He will
M. WRIGHT.
not, however, be tried-abig bridges In Chaves county.
the present
Official In Charge.
,

three-weeks-
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THE COCOANUT PALM.
It Plays an Important Part In LH
In

n-

-

-

:

Law In Ceylon.

tVlien a traveler gets his first sight
of a palm grove he does not easily for- et n. tie sees the trees springing up,
as it were, from the water in which
their shadows are reflected. Besides
being beautiful ornaments to a land- Scape these palms are among the most
useful gifts which nature has given to
uie muubltants of tropical Islands. In

applying actual necessities-anin the
number of useful purposes to which it
can be applied bamboo takes first rank,
iut the palm comes next. To many of
the people of Ceylon the cocoanut trees
arc everything, and their very lives depend upon them.,, The tree supplies
most of their wants, besides giving
them valuable commercial products.
In this island there are estimated to
be nearly 20,000,000 palm trees, and
among the poorer classes a man's
wealth is estimated by the number of
trees he owns. They form the most Im
portant asset of his estate and by will
are generally divided among his fam
ily. As one of the important traits of
the Cingalese is his love of litigation,
one can readily see what an important
part the palm tree plays in the law
cases there. There is a case on record
In which, the two thousand five hun
dred and twentieth part of a grove.
containing only ten trees, was the subject of dispute. One of the greatest
difficulties which the engineers had to
encounter In building a railroad across
the Island was to determine the owner
ship of the palm trees. The ramifica
tions of relationships and the fractional claims set up were most difficult
to understand and disentangle.
d

v
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It's getting close to Christmas and' weare going after the early Holiday trade
this year, making it worth while to do Christmas'-

,

Beginning

-

EXECUTION.
Impressive and Dramatic

.......

WedteesdlaiLp

December

ininiuirDgjp

LIU
IfU

iffl Ifnrlinrj

A MILITARY

tt la a

Moat-

Ceremony.
"The solemnity of a military executlon is about the most Impressive and
dramatic act that is known in human
affairs," said an old army officer.
"I had a young friend in California
who enlisted in the Union army at the
name time with myself, and, coming
east, we were placed in the same company. This young fellow fell in love
with a Virginia girl and under her in
fluence deserted to the enemy. A few
days afterward he was captured and.
being easily recognized, was condemn
ed to be shot He bad fought like a
demon in the engagement which result
ed In his being made a prisoner, for he
knew well what his fate would be if
taken. His execution was the . most
mournful ceremony I ever witnessed.
and nothing ever seen on the stage
was more theatrical the procession to
the scene of death, the band in advance
playing a dirge, the coffin, with the
prisoner sitting upon It; the guard in
the rear and a brigade of cavalry form
ed in a hollow square. The condemned
man. sitting on his coffin, met his fate
like a hero, without exhibiting a tre
mor of fear, and those who witnessed his
death were far more excited than he.
It seemed a sad thing that such a cour
ageous lad should be sacrificed, but it
is one of the necessities of war, and
this terrible punishment was necessary
to deter others from playing the role
of traitor.' Washington Post.
-

.

Carious Sauflboxei.
"Lawrence Kirk" snuffboxes, first
made at a place of that name in Kincardineshire, were the ingenious inven
tion of one Sanday, a cripple, who:
made his own tools. Instend of taking
out a patent he confided the secret of
cutting them, hinges and ail, from the
solid wood to a Joiner in the. village,
who In a few years grew rich, while
Sanday died In poverty Special tools
are of course required for thla work,
and the mystery, of their formatioaa b
carefully maintained These- curious
snuffboxes are generally made of plain
bod. and the, actual cost of the material, with, paint and varnish. Is about
threepence. In early times they sold
readHy ror
12s, flfl. and ladies'
of similar construction for 25.
-

--

;

work-boxe-

s,

xwadofl Chronicle.
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A Htat to Smokers.
In an article on the hygiene of smok- m
ing, published in the Munich Medical
Weekly by Dr. J. Bamberger he says.
he injury that may follow the us- of
tobacco differs with the manner of
-

if not, are careful not to keep the
end or the cigar saturated with saliva,
or,

are much less- apt to ; suffer from the
absorption of the various products of
the burning tobacco. "Dry smokers"
rtm much less risk of harming
than those who' chew- the- ends
of their cigars. ; Dr. Bamberger sue
gests ' that a bit of absorbent cotton
saturated with chloride of Iron be plac-ed- j
in the holder, and he claims by do
ing tins some of the harmful products
of combustion are rendered innocuous.
-
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Talking ofniatelnMy.
'there are. two, sorts

eceinnilbeir

D9

said the
wha
are equally miserable specimens."
"And they arel"
"The fellow who says he's sorry- he
ever married and the fellow who savs
he's glad he" never did."- - PhiladelphiaFress.
r
of-m- cn
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Everything in the house of Joyce-PriCo. is always marked in plain figures. You
can see for yourself .what Jhe mark is and the saving you make. Knowing
Joyce-Pru- it
as you do, you are sure the reduction is genuine
and that you get the best and freshest goods, goods
that are fit to buy and fit to have.
nt

ABSOLUTELY 'NOTHING IS RESERVED
On the DJry CBoods
eartnicDt of the Big Store
We have the largest line of Dry Goods, Men's Clothing, including the
Stein-Bloc- h
Garments, Millinery,
make, Carpets, Ladies' Ready-to-weShoes and Furnishing Goods. Everything goes, including the best makes in the
world's markets, of Shoes, Hats," Overcoats, etc., never sold before at less than
the fixed price as advertised all over the world. In a few days we will itemize.
In a stock like ours it is impossible to do it in less time. In the mean time
you will be wise to come early. Such a chance for Christmas buying was never offered before.
V

un-equal- ed
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Impossible Amatdesrtertty. .
Speaker I defy any one la this audience to mention a single action, that I
can perform with my right hand that
I cannot ao eqaauj weu wiia my ierc
Voice From the Gallery Put yer left
hand In yer rigi.it hand trousers packet! Chicago News.
K
Fre Astvie.
patient Doctor, what do yea
when you tune a cold in the head?
Doctor Well, madam, I sneeze meet
cf the time.
Conversation is an art In wefch '
ten a has all mankind for competitor.
.
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TH E GREAT PECOS VALLEY S U PPLY H O US E

It would enable ' us to make a

of it.

Cyar
I
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Editorials-- - Ho. 10
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well-ripen- ed

MARK

MERIT

cigars in the same old haphazard
way from leaf obtained at different
times, from different sources, in different grades. Of these grades they
made a mixture and called it a

"Blend."

Tobacco continued to be cured
after the fashion learned from the
Indians, the time given to the process
of ripening and maturing often depending upon the demand for the
leaf or for the finished cigars.
There was not, and could not
be, such a thing as standard quality.
never could be
The cigar-mak- er
certain that his product would "run
even." There might be and often
was a great difference between two
cigars out of the same box how
much more variation between the
products of two different seasons I

Stands for Honest Cigar Values

THE NEW WAY
has changed all that. After spending several years and many million
dollars in experiments and equipment it has perfected processes which
have absolutely revolutionized the
entire cigar industry.
As a result cigar quality has been
improved fully one hundred per cenf
without a cent of extra cost to the
smoker.
--

&

The Pecos Valley

Anna Held
'
Cigar 5 Cents

Do You Know Where the Pecos

New Mexico Is?

Do you know of the many advantages the Pecos Valley

holds out to Homeseekers? If you don't, and want to
know oil about the Pecos Valley, write me for descriptive

literature.
The Southern Kansas Railway Companyof Texas
and the Pecos Valley Lines traverse the Panhandle of
Texas and Pecos Valley. Reduced Rates to Homeseekers

D. L. MEYERS,
Traffic flanager Southern Kansas Railway Company of
Texas and Pecos Valley Lines, Amarillo, Texas.

This cigar is of a quality that
would havecost at least 3 for 25 cents
before "A" (Triangle A) processes
were perfected.

DISTRIBUTER

Company, Wholesale Distributors.
ROOM

BOARD,

and

127

Pa.

S.

'phone 503.

36tf

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoo
Located in the Panhandle
Country constitute a vast
proportion of those who are
an abundance of all that s necessary to com-

Texaspossess
Farmers
out
of debt,
fort and easy hours, and own

GOOD GOVERNMENT

On Tuesday

night of last week,
Governor Hagerman spoke in the
Methodist church of Albuquerque to
the Brotherhood of St. Paul. His subject was "Good Government." A portion of his speech as reported by the
Albuquerque Journal was as follows:
"There will never be any more hap
hazard admissions to the union as
in the past. Before New Mexico can
be admitted we must, for a considerable time, so conduct ourselves under a territorial government, that the
congress will have good reason to believe that we can safely govern ourselves with the - restraining hand of
the federal government removed; and
above all that we can elect a state
legislature with wisdom enough and
virtue enoughto send two senators
to Washington who will be an honor
to ourselves, and who will not be a
menace to, the other states in the

BANK ACCOUNTS.
Those who are not so fortunate should profit by past experienthat these conditions are possible in

ces and recognize

THE PANHANDLE
as no where else for the reason that no other section now offers
LANDS AT LOW PRICES
REALLY HIGH-CLAS- S
g
possibilities of this
and that the Agricultural snd
section are Ihe equal of, and in some respects better than three to
five times higher priced property located elsewhere.
Stock-farmin-

In a word: Many Magniilcient Opportunities are still open here
to those possessing little money, but prompt investigation and

QUICK ACTION
are advisable, as speculators have investigated and are fast purchasing with a knowledge of quickly developing opportunities to
sell to others at greatly increased prices.

THE DENVER ROAD
sells cheap '.Round Trip tickets twice a week with
leges. For Fall Information, write to

union.
Mafiy of "the hard headed men in
FOR RENT.
Furnished rooms. In- Washington,
who almost hold thedes
quire at 504 N. Pa.
34t3
tiny of the nation in their hands,
FOR RENT.
Furnished rooms. In- and who have their eyes on New
quire 109 N. Kentucky ave. 35t3 Mexico constantly, understand this
perfectly. As I said before, we shall
One
AND
large,
BOARD.
RENT
never be admitted to the union on
SALE.
FOR
nicely furnished room, for man and the basis of what we think of ourLand scrip. W. G.
FOR SALE.
wife or two gentlemen, same to selves, but on the .basis of our real
32t6
Sklllman.
merits as seen by those, who have
board. Apply at 719 N. Main st.
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
the . power to open the gate or to
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
keep it shut.
WANTED.
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
Is it not, then, time to take a good
1,000
WANTED.
hand look at ourselves through other peosecond
house,
roomed
A three
FOR SALE.
sacks. Roswell Produce & Seed ple's eyes? It is worse than folly for
close In. It pays 35 per cent of its
Co.
3523
US to complain that the .president and
value. Apply 821 N. Main St. 37t2
general
house- ongess are disposed to use us unWANTED. Girl for
A set of postofflee fixFOR SALE.
work. Apply to P. O. Box 102. or fairly and unjustly. This Is not true.
tures, consisting: In part of two sec36tf They are as anxious to see the vexed
phone "87.
tions of Tale lock hoxes, and two WANTED.
Sal- question settled as we are, but they
city.
Saleslady for
sections of calls. Will sell at low
ary $15 per week. Address "S" Re- will never settle it on sentimental
address
figures. 'For particulars,
grounds. In short, I believe we must
35tf
cord office.
Improve ourselves in many respects
Record office, Roswell, N. M. tf
oats
300
"grain
before we can reasonably hope to
sacks,
WANTED.
Four acres ground.
FOR SALE.
be
admitted to the union under the
north
to
'Bring
preferred.'
sacks
Good house, well furnished. Goifrd
33tf hard conditons which now exist, and
Co.
door of Roswell-Hdw- .

Qenl. Pass. Agt.,

water. Seven thoroughbred Jersey

-

Fort Worth, Texas.

ft

which are continually growing hard
cows and bull. Thoroughbred eight WANTED:
Live, reliable young er.
year old Norman stallion, one thormen for. Insurance work. Address .THE THINGS WHICH WE MUST
oughbred 8 year old jack. J H.
Horace A. Lay, Box-49- 1,
Roswell. DO TO GAIN ADMISSION .TO THE
Hamilton at J. B. Bailey's offire.
UNION , ARE THE THINGS WHICH
:
37dlm.
WE OUGHT TO DO FOR OUR OWN
LOST.

FOR RENT.:
Room for rent, 301 E. Bland st. (
25t6

WELFARE

.

DJ"

.

WE

KNEW

.

WE

LOST. Horse . blanket. Return to SHOULD NEVER BE ADMITTED.
Dilley Furniture Co., and receive The best territorial government we
.
(1U could make for ourselves la the bast
reward.

privi-

stop-ov- er

A. A. GLISS0N,

v

"Ads.

o

liberally?
The Force of Public Opinion.

AND STATEHOOD.

Classified

IN FOOLING OURSELVES ABOUT
IT NOR IN TRYING TO FOOL
To reduce it, to lift up
OTHERS.
our people by educating them, is the
greatest problem before us, the most
difficult, the most costly and the one
requiring mountains of work and in
finite patience. Five times the mon
ey we now have available could be
expended on it to the greatest advantage. For a public servant who is
well paid and highly honored to
wrongfully
take money from the
have
school fund, or what might
been used for the school fund, is a
worse crime than ordinary stealing,
for it is handing the innocents over
to the crime factories to be slaugh
tered because they must grow up in
ignorance.
We ought to ask, and we will ask
congress to help us in this work.
Why should it not help us when it
was willing to help greater Arizona

PLATTER TOBACCO CO.

NOTICE.

of

v

L:

MANUFACTURER

Valley

.

The American Cigar Company

AMERICAN CIGAR CO
Jaffa, Prager

Cigars made under the new processes are invariably "mellow," like
I a
Havana, and without
a trace of bitterness. They smoke
evenly, slowly and with fully developed aroma.
All these results are represented In
our "A" (Triangle A) trade mark.
Wherever you see this mark it stands
for a good cigar the best possible
to produce at the price.
We are constantly producing un-- 1
der this trade mark new brands of
varying characteristics to suit varying tastes. Make a test of the Caswell Club Cigar at 10 cents a
recent example of "A" (Triangle A)
superiority.- - Most recent of all is the

The "Triangle A"

THE OLD WAY

been no important improvement in
the methods of curing, blending and
ripening tobacco since the days of
Sir Waiter Raleigh.
Cigar-make- rs
continued to roll

-

.

x

Up to a few years ago there had

-

better use of our public, lands and
increase the revenue from them. It
would adjust the present confusing
and inadequate laws, so that honest
elections could be held and an honest
count enforced in every precinct. It
would abolish superfluous officers and
give us better service from those remaining; there would not be eighty-threextra employes to wait upon
thirty-silegislators; ' it would no
'onger cost five dollars to print a
dfty cent book; the net public reven- le would be enormously increased un
ler equitable taxation laws; the rate
f taxation would be largely reduced;
much more money would be left to
help our greatest problem, the edu- ation of the people.
Illiteracy is one of the charges
against us when we ask for self-goUnfortunately it is too
ernment.
THERE IS NO USE
well founded.

preparation possible for a state gov
ernment. If we make a good territor
ial government, it will be one convincing proof to congress that we are
fit for" a state government. If our
territorial government is not good,
we can never make congress believe that we are fit to assume the
full duties, cost and responsibilities
of statehood. If we should continue
to go on in the old way for another
fifty years, we could not satisfy congress that it would be safe to admit
ied by a corresponding increase in
population and wealth would not be
sufficient, unless this were accompan
ied by a corresponding ncrease In
education, in respect for the law, in
the election of good men to office,
and, in short, in everything covered "by the terms good government
and clean politics.
What Good Legislation Means.
Among, the first things we must do
to convince congress that we are fit
for statehood is to elect, not once,
but. often a legislative assembly composed not only of good men, but of
men. who will do their whole duty
by the people who elected them. It
la to be earnestly hoped that the leg
.

islature-elec- t
will be such a one. The
last, taken as a whole, certainly was
not. To the looker-oit frequently
was
not
a
deliberative
seemed that it
body, but an assembly of men who,
often without debate and under suspension of the rules, registered the
decrees of a few men who were not
even members. Large sums of money
were voted into the custody of two
men for alleged public purposes, and
a very large share of this money
has never been accounted for to this
n

The force of public opinion is a1
mighty force, and when brought to
bear on legislators and on other pub
lic aervants has more power than
anything else to hold them up to
their duty. Let that force be exercised now to the utmost in favor of
good
government. Encourage those
who do right, make it red hot for
those who do wrong and betray their
trusts.
Diplomacy is a good thing when
you are dealing with diplomatists,
but there are times in the history of
any community when diplomatic methods are not very productive of re
sults. There is such a time now in
some parts of New Mexico. Rather
old adage:
should we remember-tha- t
"When you sup with the devil use a
long spoon," for if we do not, the
devil is sure to get the best of us.

my
In closing I wish to
faith in the people of this Territory,
my belief in their honesty of purpose, their ability to see straight and
their courage to act right. There is
no uncertainty as to our future; tems
pests and turmoils may
progress,
temporarily obstruct our
but New Mexico is steadily progressing, materially, politically and spiritually.
There is no reason to fear
that our people are not endowed
with the same hard common sense
or actuated by the same high ideals
as the people of the rest of the United States, or that they will fail to
do their part in adding to the glory
and permanency of the American
Union."
rt

sor-time-

Xmas Gifts.

photograph from a friend
is always acceptable by a friend. The
only trouble is to get something good
true to life, and that you are not
ashamed to send to your friends in
the larger cities. THE TENT STUDIO makes a specialty of that kind
of work. We don't turn out any bad
work. If we don't like a negative we
request you to sit again.
simply
Come in while the weather is good.
We are here to please our patrons.
If you never had a good photo of
yourself, don't despair, we can please
you. We make all sorts of photographs, groups and enlargements, do
kodak finishing and make views and
guarantee our work to be the best
that money can buy.
A good

"

HESS

& CO.

o

L. B. Boellner, the Jeweler,
has
installed a handsome new oak jewelry cabinet in hi3 store. Mr. Boellner found he could not display his
immense stock of Christmas goods
without this cabinet. It not only
day.
One or .. two legislative assemblies gives him a better advantage to diswith a good majority of able, honest, play his goods, but improves the appatriotic, and above all, independent pearance of his store.
o
men, would do more to convince conprobably will make
A. J. Welter
gress, and the people who make congresses, that we could safely be ad- formal announcement tomorrow of
mitted into the union, than anything his candidacy for justice of the
else. What a succession of such as- peace. He had not thought of it himsemblies would do for us right here self, but some of his friends were
at home, ' leaving out the . statehood after him today urging him to run.
question, is past expressing. It would
Call Money Again Goes Up.
knock out gambling, reduce the liqYork, Dec. 5. Money on call
New
good,
new
laws,
give
us
uor evil,
loaned
at 18 per cent in the stock
revise our old ones and reduce litigaat eleven o'clock today.
market
tion by half. It would lessen crime
Immensely and reduce the populamy
goods and prices.
See
"
tion of the penitentiary and the cost
37tl
The Jeweler.
..

,

-

i

"

-

ror txcnange.

A nice
acres,, 'locat.

farm of ,126
mile southwest of
Clarksville. Texas.""- The farm is all
in cultivation, has
residence,
large barn and all other necessary

CARNATION CREAM

An exquisite

lotion for the face hands.
ther Chapped hands or facel

1

,

j.

ei-

three tenant
honsear on farm. The retal value of
the farm is $500 per year.

f

Opposite Poeto free

--

Also

s.

-

DEMOCRATIC

IN POLITICS.

first "blow.

perhaps to the fact"; that Roswell. See us at once.
CARLTON & BELL.
CO. the streets are not ,yet paved some
THE 'm RECORD "PUBLISHING
C. E." MASON,'
Business Manager. of the city councilmen were not able
Editor to get out lasVnight and the .matter
GEO. "Al PUCKETT,
WET WEATHER
of paving had to be postponed.
Roawell,
1903,
May
at
19.
Entered
,
,
New Mexico, under the Act of ConThe President puts it quite aptly,
Rubbers! Rubbers!!
gress of March 3, 1879.
when he says that since judges are
amenable only at the bar . of public
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
pubS .15 opinion it is unwise to say that
Dally, per Week,
0 lic opinion should be suppressed.
for the children at 25c per pair.
Daily, Per Month,
' Sell us your stoves and heaters
50
Paid In Advance,
3.00
when you install gas.
Prom the portion of Governor
Daily, Six Months,
5.00
Dally, One Year,
speech published in this
(Daily, Except Sunday)
issue of the Record it will be observed that the vbaby"'. is r beginning to
Phone
MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS.
talk like a man who means business.
Owing

1

-

i -

Reid

J. M. Hervey.

JI$rvey

&

This Nasty U

lawVers
Room o, Texas Block.

.6.

Wealhef
A.

.

.

-

.

4

LAWYER.
Texas ' Block Rooms
Telephone 172.

5

Enfphasizes

f

plumbing.'

and 7.

GOOD-

--

ATIORNCY AND

All advertisements to Insure inser-

tion In the same day's Issue of The
Record should be In the printers'
hands ' before eleven o'clock .In the
morning. Orders for taking out any
standing ad. should also be In the office by eleven o'clock to prevent its
being run that day.

Our "baby"" governor

appears to
be able to get along without the services of the Santa Fe New Mexican
as a wet nurse. Behind his dimpled
countenance there is a full set of
:.
teeth.

in's Bargain Store

'

Get Ready!

'The proposition to regulate the
amount of money in circulation
the fluctuations of "call" money on
Wall street makes "sixteen to one"
appear quite respectable by comparison,
i

ANNOUNCEMNTS.

The Record is authorized to an
ounce the candidacy of J. B. Bailey
to the office of justice
for
peace
subject
to the will of
of the
th voters of Precinct No. 1, which
has been consolidated
The Record predicts that toe ap
No. 2 for justice office.
peal of the old New Mexico gang, to
President
Roosevelt's partisanship
to an
The Record
L.
will
like
all prayers of the wick
be
nounce the candidacy of Walter
Ray for the office of Constable of ed except the heartfelt prayer of re
the newly consolidated Precinct No. pentance.
1, subject to the will of the voters
of said precinct.
There is in a civilized country no
reasonable excuse for mob law, yet
Justice of the Peace.'
man who would not under certain
the
The - Record is authorized to an
provocations
shoot without consult
nounce the candidacy of J. H. Ham
ing
is not worthy of
statutes
the
ilton for the office of Justice of the
subject
of
will
the
to
citizenship.
the
Peace.
voters of Precinot No. 1. .
Probably the gang is starting its
authorized ' to campaign against' Governor Hager
The ' Record is
announce the ' candidacy of D. P.
Grelner for the office of Justice of man entirely on the theory that the
the Peace, subject to the will of the Governor is a "millionaire." But they
voters of the newly consolidated Pre will find that he is not giving up
cinct No. 1.
any money to blackmailers.

We have a swell line of empty
fancy boxes and baskets. Leave
your order for Christmas boxes
early so as to avoid the rush. We
will be glad to attend to the shipment of boxes for you.

with-Precin- ct

W. P. Lewis

HafdWe aCo
itsaas

Good

government is

good for

Territory as well as a state.

B.

E

LUND

LAWYER

Burning Money

Specialty lining Law
flavajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.

I.

? ? ? ? ? ?

That's what you do when you cook with coal at $10 atoi jl
Gas at fl. SO a 1000 is the same as coal at 5.00 a. ton. Sjg
tnat every time you use a ton of coal in your cook stove, you

novVlan

ATTORN

W

burn up $5.00. See the point?

Special attention given to
Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
:
a specialty

Roswell
North Main Street.

'

Over First Nan Bank,

::::,,:
Rosweiijew

108

Mexico

Dr. A. Anderson
:

&

MORRISON

Jewelers

The proposition of the old gang of
gjafters to oust Governor Hagerman
will be about the most
cheering

Roswell Drug And Jewelry Co.

Hair Dressing and Manicuring Parlors.
Blectrial Magnate, Face and Scalp Treatments, Shampooing, Chiropody.
Hair
bleaching and dying, best of dyes. Wigs
switches, puffs and pompadours made to
order. Call 206 W.4th St Phone 411

Dr. T. E. Presley

I have to ask the public one more week indulgence
on account of the contractor not being able
to complete the extension of my building,
BUT JUST WATCH THIS SPACE
NEXT WEEK.

SPECIALIST.

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
Office Honrs: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

Robins' Commercial School

Hyacinth, Tulip and Paper-whit- e
The average political platform is news President Roosevelt has heard
MOTTO:
Narcissus Blubs at
made un of gang planks. New York from New Mexico. It wifl give Teddy Good as the BEST, BETTER than the
GREEN HOUSES.
ALAMEDA
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
Times.
a ' chance to get into the scrap.
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
Telephone 184.
Perhaps we shall now see what
"Statehood, .which is only another
Mr. Andrews' real influence with the
name for complete
President amounts to.
M
is more to be desired than anything
Dr. Charles L. Parsons.
The New Mexican seems to have we can think of, except one, and that
Dr. Mary Helen Parsons.
a hard time getting the "baby" to one thing is to be fit for statehood
Graduates of Still College, Nervous
Diseases a Specialty.
From Gover
jrtacK his toe in tais mouth and go and
a8a two rings.
Office in Navajo Block Room 15.
nor Hagerman s speech at Albu
'Phone 538
to sleep.
querque.
Opposition " to" government by in
junction is another .Bryan doctrine
Japan undoubtedly wants the Phil
that Mr. Roosevelt seems to have ippine islands and perhaps the San
annexed.
Francisco school situation is as
Real Estate, Rent and Loan Agent
good an excuse as any other for
probatly 'Will starting a war.
The New Mexican
Auctioneer.
But the defeat of Rus
has put
observe that the "baby
Phone
409.
n86 N. Main St
sia Is no proof that Uncle Sam would
You are hereby notified that on and
away childish things and decided to
not be able to add a few more islands after November 27th, 1906, R. H. Mc- use an axe.
to his far eastern possessions after Cune, (the local real estate. Insurance
and loan man.) will, sell to any relia
The vote for joint statejood in the war was over.
ble person a nome in Kosweii for a
New Mexico was 7,819 more than the
very
low price, small payment down
Yes, lynching Is barbarous and
total vote cast, both for and against,
balance easy payments.
so is war, even more ,so than lynchs
in Arizona.
Office over Western Grocery Oo .
ing, for in war men shoot at and kill
Hours 9 a. m. to 12 m. 1 to 4 p. m.
Teddy Is neither a greenbacker men against whom they have no in
nor a free silver man. His kind of dividual grievance men whom they
cheap money would !be owned and regard as honest and. brave, worthy
defenders each- of his own country.
controlled by the banks.
Dr. Thompson W. Grace
Land For Sale.
Inspired by patriotic motives, how
And so the old gang has decided to ever unjust x may be the real cause
Oklahoma Block.
160 acres five miles east of Ros
oust Governor Itagierman. Best proof of. tie war on either side. We do well on Hondo river. 80 acres under
in tie world that so far his adminis- not .believe in mob law, neither do fence, 4 acres in cultivation, 8 ac
Office Phone 237. Res. Phone 422
tration has been a success,
we believe in , trying to make a pet res in alfalfa; tour-roohouse, only
i
wild beast: War is wrong, but 300 feet to artesian water. Low price
a
of
The Record has. no doubt that the wars will
continue until all men are and easy terms. See or address R.
:
old gang will succeed in getting acbrought to the light of the gospel W. Lewis, Box .431, Roswell, or call
office
and
Repairing
of
furniture,
not
General
tion from Roosevelt, but it will
all kinds Carpenter
of peace.. Likewise, the men whose on J. D. Render at Roswell Laundry.
bank fixtures and
work and saw filing. , . n t .,
be. the kind of action they expect.
..'
homes are threatened by the black
36t6.
M.
"Let Justice be both sure and fiends probably will continue to de
.. Shop 207 E 2nd Street
.
stops
except
Ros
Everything
the
swift; but let it be justice under the fend their wives and children with
' na- well - Steam Laundry. We get your
tape
out
'human
much
until
red
.
wild
and crooked
law, and not the
clothes and return them the same
savagery of the - mob. Theodore ture is greatly changed.
P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE. r
34t26
week. Phone 29.
-- f Roosevelt...-- :
,
. ;.;?
, ,
(Railroad Time.)
O
.......
y s For. .Sale.;-,- ,
Northbound, arrive .". . . . 10 : 1L a. m.
Tea acres of land fronting ; on "The Shakespeare Club will meet Northbound, ' depart, .... 10:25 a. m.
The fact that- Governor Hagerman
has gone to Washington- - may have North Main street. We offer this at next Saturday afternoon at z:iu Southbound, arrive,
4:50 p. m.
some bearing on the proposal to oust ar special bargain for a few; .days. with Mrs. Humphreys. . All members Southbound, depart, ..... 5:00 p.m.
M. D. BURNS, ' Agent.
CARLTON & - BELL.: are requested to be present.
him. He may be able to get In the, See us.

I

:
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ROSWELL BROKERAGE COMPANY
DEALERS

IN GRAIN

BROKERS

Chicago Grain Markets.

x

AND STOCKS

Local Stocks.

New York Stocks- -

We do a general Brokerage hiiKiness. We huy and sell (Jrain nml Stuckx, either
for cash or on ruaretn. We tit utt tlo a coiumirtHion hiiHineHH. I you Hpeculute
In Grain or Stocks? We have excellent wire Hervlee to all the leaillnir inark- -t
etfl. Have you auy stocks of any klml you wIhIi to Hell? We have the ttuyer. We
await your call to our office and iiinure you a square ileal.
M

COMPANY
BROKERAGE
ROSWELL Over
First National bank.

R. D. BELL

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

Dr. Armstrong
DENTIST.

Kemp Lumber Go
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

OlDceOileiiNol'fBil

Lumber

-

The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

I

at all times.

m

CARPENTER

.

.

-

"

:

.

C

An Abstract

CARTER

Of

title is a fragile instrument. Takes experience to make
them. I warrant yoar title.

Joseph

.

-

.

inr? ?

1

.

.

!

W W. OGLE.

"'

.

I

.

MISS MEERS

PARK

18Q

We are better equipped than ever before to fix yonr watch.
We
have just received a new equipment of watch fixtures and can re
pair it in such avmanner that it will give satisfaction and keep
perfect time. ...

-

WE MEAN XMAS
See our stock while it is complete
and avoid the rash that always
comes with the Holidays. We have
just what yon want for that present you have been thinging about.

-

Go
..Phqce

I

Br i no; Yo ur 3Vatch to Us

INTESTINES AND
STOriACH
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.1

ITS COMING

t

,JThe Pioneers of Fair Prices.

SPECIALIST

Kipling's
Candy Store-

PLUMBING

Get Our Prices.

Office with the American National Bank
Telephone No. 47.
Roswell. New Mexico

Ii.

:

-

C0UNSE1ER-AT-1A-

's

227

fori'

e refer to the work wet.'
have done ana will stake' f
our reputation on any of it J?

.A

U. S. BATEMAN,

the ned

It also shows the?'
superior value of

-

."

i

Richardson

;

f

1

Phone gaii

m

of Jand each. This property is located in a good section of city and has
a fair rental value. We can exchange
this property for property in or near

-

W. C. Reid.

1 We also have in the city of Clarksresidence and a
ville. an
residence, located on half block
five-roo-

ROSYELL DAILY RECORD

-
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The very "best for

Payton Drug, Book & Stationery Co.
,

he Drug and Book Sellers.

'

i

wr"-'proved

Ittll

:

'

Room
'

124

F.

Hunt,

ABSTRACTER.

Oklahoma Block.

Telephone 237

1

r

r

. Billon,!

i

THE MAJESTIC
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IPOS CENT

UK MONEY

Theater

BIG INTEREST, ISN'T IT?
Well, it's just exactly what you can
make right here by investing in Clothing, Hats or Men's furnishing during
'
THIS SALE,

;

PROGRAM

December

..

'a

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
S.

THUS

fii ,:Sr

i

I""1"

9.

4th to 8th

Overture.
Thirsty Soldier.
Wet Paint.
Great Mail Robbery.
Bong "Won't
You Be My
tiirlie."
ROY VERNON Contortionist
10 Colored Subjects.
Pastry Cooks. Joke.
Song "Will You Love Me in
December as You Do in May."
O. H. Wht elock-- 1 act sketch

The Acrobatic Tr amp.
Weary Willie C. H. Wheelock
Jas. Atwood- - Experience.
Geo. Finley The Man with
Money, ,
10. The Village Cut Up.
11. Exit March..
--

Start Thursday, December 6th,

906

23yPKR CKjNT OFF

The

Saving

Habit

The best way to get it is by way of the building association. Once you get it, you are safe,
for the saving habit means a competence. Let
me talk with you about it.: You will be
prised to" know how simple the plan is, and j et
how practical. It will not only keep your
savings safely, but double them in due course
of time.

0.

M.Hice, Secretary
s Hired to Answer Questions.
Room
A.

8-T-

exas

BIk

Pecos Valley L umber Co
m.8:30

7:15 p.

200 South Mafn

p. m.

The largest and most
stock of LUMBER,
GLASS
PAINT,
and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da-

Matinees Monday and Satur
day 3:30. sharp. Admission

FOR CASH:
This is no Fire Sale All clean Goods
All goods marked in Plain Figures.

CIS.

10

Reserved Seats 20c. Comoiete
change of Program every

Monday

iOSWELL, JV. M.

Laundry.
34t26.
To Promote Roswell Eastern.
320 acres of land near
Roswell
G. T. Veal left this
Dr.
morning
with plenty of yater for irrigation,
15 or 20 acres bearing orchard, small for Dallas and Fort Worth to meet
house and some other improvements, L. S. Thome, general manager of
Valued at $60 per acre. Carlton & the
railroad in conferBell.
ence about the - proposed
Roswell
W. S. Prager left this morning for Eastern railroad. Dr. Veal's surveys
Albuquerque to attend a meeting of
and estimates
have been in the
the
Sheep
Territorial
Sanitary
hands of General Manager Tliorne
Board, of which he is a member.
A seven room house within two several weeks, and the Doctor now
blocks of postoffice, 50 foot front lot, hopes to hear of favorable action on
good outbuildings, artesian
water the part of the T. P.
right. Valued at $2,000. Carlton &
o
Bell.
$500,000 to loan on irrigated faifcns
Good 4room cottage, corner lot, 4 Long time loans, interest payable anblocks west of business section, nually witn privilege to pay off loan
$1,500. Small payment down, balance
easy payments. See R. H. McCune, before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agoit, 303 N. Main, opp. P. O.
over American Nafl Bank.
31t5
A personal selection of my Christ- THREE CORNERED FIGHT
mas stock from Dallas sample rooms
RESULS IN ONE DEATH.
of New York, Chicago and St. Louis
Mobile, Ala., Dec. 5. In a
houses, enables me to show a very
street fight at Milley, Wash
complete stock of books of all kinds.
county,
ington
50 miles north of MoINGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. 34tf
bile, Walker Murphy was killed by
Boellner, the Jeweler, will save John Warrick,
after Murphy made
you '20 per cent on your Christmas
attempt
to
an
shoot
and kill Lib War
gifts.
37t3
rick. About fifty shots were fired,
John Warrick firing eight times at
The New York Store.
Murphy before he killed him. The
Wants 40 extra salespeople to
us in our Gigantic Sale that trouble began about a joke between
opens Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock Lib Warrick and Murphy.
All the
and ends Monday night, Dec. 24t-hparties
were
well
connected.
None hut experienced clerks need
apply. Apply
Friday morning, the
7th, between 8 and 9:30, at the
Roswell Tent Giij ana
NEW YORK STORE.
C. H. EDWARDS, Prop,
(For the Treatment of Tuberculosis.)
and Sales Promoter.
Texas-Pacifi-

CLARK CARRIAGE HEATER
The operation is simple. A piece of
prepared coal is lighted and placed in
the heater, after which it gives out
an even steady heat, without smoke
or odor. Indespensable to those who
drive in. cold weather.

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

c

aa-sis-t

LOCAL NEWS.

.

-

soiBi

'

L

.

This is only one of the advantages offered
by III E SOUTHWEST LIMITED, Kansas
City to Chicago. Its route is via the

Chicago, Milwaukee
St. Paul Railway

E

one-hal-

gilt-edge-

d

A. O. Ml LUCE

"

(One of the Cottages.)
OPEN TO THE

'

Q. L. COBB,
Southwestern Passenger Agent,

907 HAIN ST, KANSAS CITY, MO.

10

Per Cent Off
For Cash

From now on and 'till after the holidays we are going to give TEN PER CEXT OFF for cash on everything in our store. It will be the chance of your life to
get your Christmas presents at a much greater reduction than you have ever gotten them in Itoswell before. The following is a partial list of the many things
.
you will find at our store,
-

MEDI- -

CAL PROFESSION.
"

Nice, clean, sanitary cottages.
The utmost diligence in maintaining a sanitary and Trealthful condition.
An experienced physician and trained nurses in attendance . day and

And many other beautiful things too numerous to
mention. Everything marked in plain figures. Come
and let us show you.

--

night

.

The best the country affords to eat.
Terms and particulars on application to the Secretary,
DR. C. M. YATER,
r
Roswell, N. M.

119 W. 2nd 8L,

&

As this Company owns and operates all the
cars on THE SOUTHWEST LIMITED it
offers to patrons an excellence in service
and equipment not obtainable elsewhere.
Leaves Union Station, Kansas City, r.55
p. m.; Grand Avenue, G.07 p. m., arrives
Union Station, Chicago, 8.20 a. m.

Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry,
And all Other Kinds of Jewelry,
Rich Cot Glass, Hand Painted China,
Silverware, Clocks, Musical
Instruments, Curios of all Kinds

Qold doin
WILL-INCREAS-

Furnished.

"Longer, Wider and
Higher Berths"

three-cornere- d

Figure with B. F. Smith when you
want buggy painting. Phone 17. 7tf
Red Top Rye, the greatest family
whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrtentallOtf
Red top rye, the .best family
whisky,
full quarts $1.50. Oriental, tf
Fine white corn whiskey, double
stamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tt
Red Top Rye, the greatest family
Fine white , corn whiskey, double whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrientallOtf
o
stamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tf
We guarantee not to shrink flan
Boellner, the
Jeweler,
has It
Fine white corn whiskey, double nels. Try uSi Phone 29. Roswell cheaper.
37tf
- 22tt
stamped. Oriental Saloon.
Steam X.aundry.
34t26
Twelve Townships Surveyed.
Frank I vie and G. D. Kirkpatriek,
inspecting surveyors of the GovernBETTER THAN
ment service, who have heen here
two weeks trying to get out to the
Four Lakes country to - inspect the
new work done ' there, left today for
Santa Fe, where they have work
FOR THEY
IN VALUE.
.
that demands their immediate attention. Being unable to accomplish
320 Acres unimproved "land, In shallow, artesian belt, 8 miles souththeir work here they will return latwest of Roswell, no better land in the valley, and none at the price,
er. Their mission here was to look"
; $20.00 an acre
forced sale price.
120 acres " four and
f
miles of Roswell,
house - with
over the surveying of twelve town
hath, 35 acres in alfalfa, 12 acres in assorted fruits, 30 acres diverships in the eastern part of Chaves
sified crops; best ditch water Tight in the valley; In shallow artecounty.
sian belL 6 per cent on deferred payments. A
bargain
o
at $100 per acre.
;
T
Eastern Star Election.
The annual election of the Order
Eastern Star was held last night
with the following result: Mrs. Elza
White, Worthy Matron ; Mrs. Robt.
Room 8, Texas. Block
Telephone Number375
Kellahm, Associate Matron; Joan

te

at Afternoon

Shaw, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. J. W.
We have all kinds of bargains in Kinsinger,
Conductress; Mrs. L.
city property of all kinds. See us beDills,
Associate
Conductress; Harry
you
buy. Carlton & Bell.
fore
White, Secretary; Mrs. Bemis, Treas
Railroad's blocked. We are not.
Send us your laundry and get it .back urer. The installation will occur 'at
promptly. Phone 29. Roswell Steam the first meeting in January.

Protect Yourself From Cold With a

Phone 175.

ZINKf

Roswell's Jeweler.

U

THE MORRISON BROS

NTHRR

STORE

STORE CLOSES AT 6 O'CLOCK

In Nearly a

'

s.
It

THE MORRISON BBOS

THE MORRiSON BROS.' STORE

DeDartraents
..-..-

Owinir to the fact

that the

THE MORRISON BROS ' STORE

.

iUt

Have
weather has heen aorniW. hc fnr Iip rmc
find ourselves
with valuable merchandise.
Think of it! Right in the face of holiday buying, enormous reductions are offered to Roswell
people and the Pecos Valley.
This page of news should interest all.

?

hart

over-stock- ed

1

I

MEN'S SECTION- -

rf

I

Off

on

WOMEN'S SECTION.

Entire

Our

Stock

ol Cloihino For Men. Youtlis

i

ml

I

Its a timely offering for those women who are contemplating the purchase
New, Stylish Hat for Christmas at HALF PRICE.

Mi.;
Black onfl Bines

Original
Now----$10.0-

liiel

former

Now$26.25,

18.75.

13.50,

15.00.

20 PER CENT OFF on Men's Woolen Over Shirts.
20 PER CENT OFF on Woolen Sweaters.
Special prices on House Coats and Robes.
Special prices on Heavy Felt Lined Shoes

6.25.

20
20
20
20
20
20

-

.

10.00, 7.50, 5.00. $3.00

5.00.

per
per
per
per
per

cent off on ail Furs.

3.75.

$1.50

2.50.

IH as 01 Ms

This season models are reduced from
'
the value.

$7.50

11.25.

7.50.

0.

12.5.

in

30.00. 25.00. 20.00, 18.00. 15.00. $10.00
22.50.

15.00

MI IS MS

Every man who stands in the slightest need of a new Winter Suit or Overcoat
should promptly attend our Special Offer. It is an unusual offer at thi busy period of the season it offers the finest kinds of suits at a great concessit in price.
Price-$3- 5,

$20.00.

of a

to

one-thir- d

one-hal-

f

i

:

cent off on all Skirts.
cent off on all Waists.
cent off on Kimonos

Sacques.

Wrappers-an- d

I

cent off on Silk Under Skirts.
per cent off on Children's Coats and Dresses.

J

An Invest igatiora Wi I li Convince You Our LeS itimate Offer

MORRI SON BROS..& CO

iTheRigfct Place for the
Correct Styles at the
Proper Prices.

313-31-

...
"

'

a speslness trip to Daliart, Tex- - .
Remember my gooda are 20 per W. A. Wilson were initiated at night.
last
Elks
the
of
meeting
- iB. Boellner, cial
WAOTED.t A light eprlng wafeon, cent lower this yeac
37t3
c Her.- - E. H. Edgar, of, Hagennan,
Jeweler.
The
AmariUo
to
MM,"
w3u mslta.
2CU
p Smith returned
Record.
E. E. Mathes, of Artesia,
Editor; Carl Metachan, of the Lake
J. Barclay Reeve wet to . Texico and: Rev.
morning to attend the
up
this
s
today to see his lltCfe grsLdaoti, who came
is in tha city. ,
M.'Brunk came up from Dex- - Arthur-TimePecos Valley Presbythe
meeting
' quite
of
ill.
has
been
morning.
.
DI6k"
Stanley,
thls
tery.
of Drxter, was "iere
'
-

,

-

(

-

:

,. n.r- -

.

John- -

Anyone hunting or ifespatssing o
today tooklMg after business.
Slaughter ranch yrfS be .prosecutthe
Buy, your &olJ Tings of L. B. Boell- ed.
J.A. Williams, Poeinan 29taw
ner the Jeweler, and, save money.
Alexander Ault came up from: Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Goorge O'CJonner
this morning, accompanied
Arthur
came up front Carlsbad to spend, the
"
May, Who has: charge of
C.
by
W.
.:
day.- ...
.
" '
Juge A- - A. ireeman, of Carlsbad, iMr. Ault's farm there.
35t26
came nip this
morning to, attend
Dr. O .T. Yeal Capt. " John Me-court.
ClureL-anixx&T.
aa
a
hp
left
Messrs A. A, Ri'rie and

Two splendid roomSi
RENT.
ave.
Kansas
R. Tanner, of Hagerman. was a
or here today.
I
G. Johnson, of Hope, yns here
r on ouslness.
Vatt Johnson for Stark trees.

Money.

ot--

-,

--

,r .nn.ri

..

,

;

.

.:

;

d

J. W. Eakin and daughter and
Afiss tu Wright came up from Carlsbad today to secure treatment for
Miss Eakin from Dr. Presley, the

eye specialist
T;H. Winn left today for St. Louis
with hU little" "son who will be treated far unrature .of the spine. They
were accompanied by Mr. Winn's sis

ter-in-la-

--

Miss Edith Blacksaere.
Read returned Tuesday

Rev. G. W

night from ' a seven weeks' stay fn
the mountains. He was kept in a tepee fourteen days on account of "the
snow and had. to thaw snow for
but had plenty of wood and
game so that he suffered "none.
C. B. Canfield, one of the drillers
at the weH of the Roswell- - Oil Company, left today on a trip to Denver,
to be gone, until the roads are in condition so that coal can be hauled to
the 7 well. W. H. Ellinger, anohter
driller, left for Henrietta, Texas, on
,
a ten days trip. , ''
. wa-te-

--

.

r".

r

it-

-.

-

-,

--

r.mjrf

M

M

1,1

4

br Stark trees, see Wyatt

If. Your Purchase Does
Not Please in Every Way
We Will Return Your

MAIN STREET

5

1

i

r,

Street Boss Jim Pinson appeals to

the gallantry of the drivers of Roswell and asks that they be carefuT
of spattering

mud on the ladies as
they cross the streets. When a lady
is crossing in front of a team the
horses are almost sure to kick mud
on her if the driver permits them
to go within fifteen feet of her. Mr.
Pinson has received many complaints
in this matter.
- SALE.
co w,
Good! Du rham
fresh with milk and giving four
gallons a day. Calf Dec. 3. Price,
$75. Address Box 345, Roawell. tl

FOR

.-

i

